Multiple Intraosseous Lipoma: Report of Three Cases
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ABSTRACT

Multiple intraosseous lipoma (MIOL) is extremely rare bone tumour. Its real incidence is estimated as much more because of most of these tumours are asymptomatic and undiagnosed. We reported 3 MIOL patients involving both upper and lower extremity. Two female patient with 30 and 26 age and one male with 52 years old represented by intraosseous lipomatous lesions involving bilateral wrist and hand bones, distal radius, proximal and distal femur, patella, proximal and distal tibia metaphyses, distal fibula, ankle and foot bones. Painful lesions were curedtted and grafted by allograft. A distal radius fracture is treated by closed reduction and percutaneus pining. All the lesions healed that is managed by surgery. The asymptomatic lesions were not treated anyway. MIOL needs surgery in the case of pain, pathologic fracture, pathologic diagnosis confirmation and impending fracture. The malign transformation potential is present even rare. It must be followed in long period and carefully. CT is a good diagnostic imaging allowing negative density measurement in lesions between -60 and -110 HU.
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INTRODUCTION

Intraosseous lipomas (IOL) have been considered as 0.1% of bone tumours. The real incidence has been accepted much greater than previously thought, because of lipomas that are generally asymptomatic and remain undiagnosed. Hypotheses have been range from primary benign neoplasm to reactive bone lesion following trauma or bone infarction. The intertrochanteric and subtrochanteric regions of the femur and calcaneus have been reported as common sites for this type tumour. The largest case studies of intraosseous lipomas were performed by Milgram, Campbell et al. and Kapukaya et al.

Intraosseous lipomas are almost always solitary lesions. Multiple bony involvements are extremely rare. There have been only a few case reports in the literature of multiple intraosseous lipomas (M-IOL).

Herein, we report 3 cases with MIOL involving the lower and upper extremity. This presentation is extremely unusual for this type of tumour both in terms of involvement and localization. As the patient was symptomatic with extensive pain, limping and fracture, we treated the patient by curettage and bone grafting.

CASE REPORTS

Case 1:

A 30-year-old female patient (BB) presented to our clinic with pain in the left ankle. She had this complain for 6 months. Her pain had intensified in the last two months, particularly during performance activities such as stair climbing. She did not have a history of prior ankle pain, operation or any trauma.

She was walking with a limp, but she had a normal range of motion in the hip and knee. The left ankle region especially talus and calcaneus were sensitive to deep palpation. There were no additional physical examination findings such as oedema, hyperaemia or swelling. Her whole blood count and routine blood tests, including the sedimentation, lipid-cholesterol levels and CRP were normal. There was no history of corticosteroid or any hormone usage. Her two plane x-rays revealed a wide cystic cavity with a lytic appearance causing cortical expansion in the left talus, calcaneus, phalanxes, tar-
lesions were operated. A bone window was created in left talus, calcaneus, cuboids, navicula, cuneiforms, tarsal bones via proper exposures. The masses were curedtted and some drillings performed in the bones. Talus was extremely weak with nearly no cancellous bone present. The curedtted materials were glossy yellowish lipomatous masses. They were sent to frozen section examination, which revealed benign fatty tissue. Then, the bone defects created during curettage was filled with large amount of allograft bone.

The short leg splint was applied after operation. The patient was allowed to walk with crutches but not weight bearing for 6 weeks, partial for 6 weeks. The patient's postoperative course was uneventful. She complained with pain in right ankle and right proximal tibia after 2 months of radius fracture. Same procedure applied for right ankle bones and tibial lesions. All lesions were operated by curettage and grafting healed. The other asymptomatic lesions were not operated.

Case 2:

26 years old female (EP) referred to our clinic with both ankle pain and limping, without trauma, for 3 months. There was tenderness in palpation of talus, calcaneus and other ankle and foot bones. There was no additional physical examination finding such as oedema, hyperaemia or swelling. Ankle ROM was accepted as normal. The whole blood count and routine blood tests, including the sedimentation, lipid-cholesterol levels and CRP were normal. There was no history of corticosteroid or any other hormone usage. Her two plane x-rays were revealed same characteristic of lytic appearance in all the bilateral talus, calcaneus, phalanxes, tarsal and metatarsal bones. CT detected well-marginated, low-density lesions (-84 HU). The upper extremity was also affected especially hand and wrist. Her major complain was in left side that is why left talus, calcaneus and cuboids curedtted and grafted. The patient allowed weight bearing at 8 weeks. Clinical and radiologic parameters showed complete consolidation.

Case 3:

52 years old male patient (AT) consulted to our clinic bilateral ankle and feet pain. He stated a sharp mild pain and limping on his left ankle 1 month ago without trauma. His two plane x-rays revealed a wide cystic cavity with a lytic appearance causing cortical expansion in the left talus, calcaneus, all tarsal, metatarsal bones and phalanxes. There were occasional calcification and sclerosis around these lesions. There was a thin mild depressed cortex in left talus dome suspecting impaction fracture. The low-density and well-marginated lesions detected on CT. Both distal tibia and fibula have same lesions. His all blood tests were normal. The symptomatic lesions on talus, calcaneus and tarsal bones underwent curettage and grafting. The short leg walking cast applied after operation. The patient al-
allowed to partial weight bearing with a pair of crutch. The cast removed on 6 week and full weight bearing allowed on 10 weeks. Complete consolidation observed in 14th week.

Histopathologic examination of the resected and/or curedt lesions in the bones of these patients showed areas of mature adipose tissue with some bone islands and calcification areas, which were devoid of medullary trabecular bone (Figure 3a). Thin bone trabeculae were present throughout the lesion. The definitive detailed histopathological examination of the extracted materials revealed microcystic and macrocystic changes within the fat lobules, which were devoid of medullary trabecular bone (Figure 3a). Thin bone trabeculae were present throughout the lesion.

DISCUSSION

Intraosseous lipomas (IOL) are almost always seen as solitary lesions. Multiple Intraosseous lipomas (MIOL) are only case reports in the literature. Clinically, IOL can present with pain but it is generally diagnosed incidentally on radiographs. IOL can be found in any part of any bone since fat is present in the marrow of all bones. However, the majority of these occur in the long bones and calcaneus in the lower extremity. The aetiology is not clear. Hypotheses range from primary benign neoplasm to reactive bone lesion following trauma or bone infarction. MIOL has been reported in the patients with hyperlipoproteinemia, macrodystrophia lipomatosa and as a congenital variant following autosomal pattern of inheritance. These lesions can progress to pathological fractures. In our three patients, both the upper and lower limb involvement was seen and there was no coexisting condition that could have predisposed to those lesions. Only one lesion accepted as healed insidious compression fracture in our three cases.

IOL have been reported that about half of the patients with an IOL are asymptomatic, and that the tumour is found incidentally. Most common complaint is pain. All our patients major complaint were pain on the talus even calcaneus and the other tarsal, metatarsal bones and phalanxes were affected.

The localization of the lesion is reported as the most frequent site is the femur; but some authors stated that the most commonly affected bone is the calcaneus. Szendroii, Rehani and Döhler published MIOL cases involving mainly lower extremity. However our patients represent both upper and lower extremity bone lesions. Their symptomatic lesions were in talus, calcaneus and tarsal bones. The other lesions were asymptomatic. Pathologic fractures were observed in a talus (AT) and distal radius (BB). The majority of the lipomas situated in long bones were localized in the metaphyseal area, but in phalanxes, metatarsals and metacarpals extended into the diaphyseal region.
The most of the patients can be diagnosed by conventional x-rays, computed tomography (CT) and MRI techniques.\textsuperscript{11} IOL appears as a benign well-defined osteolytic lesion on plain radiographs with sclerotic borders in almost all cases.\textsuperscript{12,13} The lesion may mildly expand and remodel the cortex with resorption of the endosteal surface. The heavy calcification and ossification regions within its matrix are often seen.\textsuperscript{12,13} We observed radiolucent lesions in tarsal, metatarsal bones and all phalanxes with residual trabeculations. There were cortical expansion, thinning and some calcifications. The differential diagnosis includes simple cyst, aneurysmal bone cyst, non-ossifying fibroma, fibrous dysplasia, giant cell tumour, avascular necrosis and even chondroid tumours.\textsuperscript{2,3} The first patient (BB) taught us CT density is specific in IOL lesions (-60, -110). We used CT for diagnosis in case 2 and 3 taking care especially fat attenuation and trabecular pattern. We believe that classic plain radiographs and lesion fat density measurement by CT are enough for diagnosis.

Milgram\textsuperscript{2} described 3 stages. Stage I: radiographically there is a purely radiolucent zone with expansion of the original cortex; microscopically there are viable lipocytes, interspersed with tiny bone trabeculae. Stage II: the radiological aspect may be the same, but there are often localized calcifications; histologically, there is a mixed pattern of viable and necrotic lipocytes besides central calcification and ossification. Stage III: radiographically there is considerable ossification around the calcified fat of the outer rim of the lesion; histologically there is complete fat necrosis. He also stated IOL may progress from stage I to stage II or III. We observed different stages together in our patients.

We observed lipomembranes stained histochemically by PAS in some lesions. This lipomembranous alteration is necrosis of adipose tissue characterized by formation of pseudocystic cavities lined by eosiophilic membranes and known as membranocystic or lipomembranous fat necrosis. Chow and Lee reported these as pathological changes in intraosseous lipomas are secondary to ischemia caused by increased intramedullary pressure and the growth of the tumour with compromise of blood supply at the capillary level.\textsuperscript{14}

Although these tumours are considered benign lesions, secondary malignancy risk is reported for IOL.\textsuperscript{2,8,15} It is not clear what causes this transformation and how, yet the possibility of malignant transformation should be taken into consideration. We informed the patients about this possibility and advised each 6 month revisit.

The surgical treatment is controversial. Some authors have stated that this lesion belongs to the “leave me alone” group of bony lesions and that no treatment is necessary.\textsuperscript{15} Some authors feel that in asymptomatic cases with no sign of an impending fracture, nonoperative treatment with clinical and radiographic follow-up is a good choice.\textsuperscript{2,8,16} Radl et al. published that phenolization has no benefit in treatment of IOL.\textsuperscript{17} But generally symptomatic tumours and in cases with impending fracture, persistent pain, the need for a pathological diagnosis, or the need to decrease the risk of malignant transformation, operative intervention is the recommended treatment. Curettage with or without bone grafting is the treatment of choice. We filled the lesions with corticospongyous allograft after meticulous curettage seeing there were large cavities in symptomatic lesions our patients. Recurrences are reported as very rare.\textsuperscript{18} We followed the patients about 2 years and did not detect any relapse.

The exact aetiology of this lesion is unknown. The published hypotheses are primary benign neoplasm\textsuperscript{19,20} and a reactive bone lesion following trauma or bone infarct.\textsuperscript{20} The hyperlipoproteinemia has been suggested to be a possible reason for the intraosseous lipoma.\textsuperscript{3,8} However authors believe that IOL is a benign fatty tumour by nature.\textsuperscript{2,3} There was no lipid abnormality and any palpated lipoma mass in our patients. We agree with common primary benign fatty tumour theory.
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